Mathematical Library to its present quarters, we see no reason why the various societies are not now established in convenient quarters. Furthermore, we fail to see why steps have not been taken to collect the various banners, cups, etc., and place them on exhibition. The main object of the Trophy Room is to create a wider interest in athletics, and with our increasing success in this direction, it is especially to be regretted that through the incompetency or indolence of those in charge, we are still without such an institution.

Certainly there is need for every available room in the Institute, and we surely cannot expect that President Crafts will much longer allow the room to remain idle.

In the past year there have been made numerous improvements throughout the several Institute buildings. These have varied in magnitude from the addition of the General Library to the regulating of the clocks, but one thing which seems of importance has apparently been overlooked. From the erection of Rogers, back in the sixties, down to the present time, not one of the Institute buildings has borne its official title on anything like a permanent tablet, or in anything like a conspicuous place. To be sure, the two Boylston Street buildings have inscriptions in small gilt letters on the door casings which are already partially effaced by rain and time. But recently a stranger was heard to ask, "What do they manufacture here?" referring to the establishment which we call the Pierce Building. The near future should bring forth a more lasting and more suitable recognition of the founder and of the benefactors of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

RAY: "How did he manage to win such favor from Miss Oldleigh?"

MABEL: "He sent her twenty-four roses on her thirtieth birthday."—Widow.

Brown, 54; Tech., 81.

The Track team journeyed to Brown Saturday, and covered itself with glory, incidentally putting the athletic aggregation of our friends from Providence "on the shelf," with a score of 81 to 54 points.

The honors were very evenly divided, and every man did himself credit; but the one person to be congratulated on the victory is Mr. John W. Bowler. He had the men trained to the hour, and to his intelligent coaching the gratifying results are due.

The times for the running events look a great deal slower than they really are, as the track was very heavy.

Tech.'s superiority lay in the shorter runs, pole vault, bicycle race, and high jump, while Brown was strongest in the weights and distance runs. The work of Dave Hall, of Brown, was the star performance of the afternoon, and was quite up to his usual standard. His namesake, D. H. Hall, also did excellent work in the weights. It is impossible to pick out any one or two Tech. men, as all of the point winners did excellent work.

To begin with, in the morning Captain Murray's squad captured everything in sight in the two-mile bicycle race, which was run off on the Hillgrove track; and as they reached Lincoln Field the rest of the men were encouraged by the news of the nest egg of nine points with which to begin the Meet. Murray won the event in 4 min. 55 secs., with Edson and Werner in advance of the Brown men in the order named.

The first event run off was the 100-yard dash. Horr and Grant won the preliminary heats, and, with Lawson and Hull, of Brown, lined up for the final. Lawson got the best of the start, and secured a lead of three yards; but Horr and Grant wore him down, and finished in the order named, with Lawson third. Time, 10½ secs. The 220-yard dash was all Tech.'s, Hall, F. B. Dutton, Grant.